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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS004-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) I ...... coffee everyday
2) TCP is ................
3) Word pad is an .....................
4) Basic working platform of the  computer is the ..............
5) The expanded form of CPU is ...................
6) The expanded form of MS Word is.........................
7) RAM stands for----------------------------
8) Notes and commands can be related to the...................
9) Ctrl+X is used to ...............
10) In Windows ............ function key used to get help
11) The speed of computer is measured in------------
12) Mega Byte is-------------KB
13) The bird _______ made his nest by itself
14) Ctrl + S is the short cut for__________.
15) ---------------------------------- is the father of computer
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What is conjunction?
2) What is meant by intransitive verb?
3) Define proper noun?
4) What is meant by singular number? Example:-
5) What is meant by neuter Gender?
6) What is meant by strong verbs?
7) Font
8) Explain Cut, Copy and 'Paste'
9) Explain Header and Footer
10) Network
11) Adjectives
12) Explain any five functions in MS Excel
13) Define WWW in internet.
14) Define Proper Noun
15) What are Question tags?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain Arithmetic logic unit
2) Key board
3) Digital computer
4) Explain 'find', 'replace' and 'go to'.
5) Line Tool
6) Windows explorer
7) Define HTML
8) Write about simple and compound sentences?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write about the conversation to two person?
2) Write  all Internal Commands in dos  and explain it.
3) Explain about MS Excel application
4) How to create a new folder
5) Explain the keyboard
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS004-02   ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND RISK MANAGEMENT

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) _________ gas is a key issue of climate change
2) Who is the issuing authority of hot work permit?
3) For erection and dismantling of scaffolds above 1.8m in height, which permit is issued? ------------
4) In a hazardous work area, hot work permit is required for ----------
5) In every factory where in one thousand or more workers are employed, all other factories involving

manufacturing process with risk to bodily injury on disease_______ should be appointed
6) The term environmental hazard can also refer to ____________
7) The construction phase insurance is also known as ___________
8) CFCI stands for ________
9) Rollers concrete miner's corneas and other machine in the construction work produce _________________

pollution
10) The portion of the rainfall which seeps into the ground is called ____________
11) Conduction occur in ___________
12) The __________ produces little heat.
13) To measure temperature beyond the range of mercury thermometer ___________ is used.
14) __________ may be defined as something which possesses mass and occupy space.
15) A chemical can enter into our body by _______ route.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Mention any two basic functions of ventilation?
2) What are the causes of main water pollutions?
3) What habitats are most affected by industrial pollution?
4) What is negative pollution?
5) What is ground water?
6) What is the meaning of the term ecological balance?
7) Define sprinkler system?
8) How do we do a 'hazardous substances' risk assessment?
9) What represents each sides of triangle?
10) What are the minor fire fighting appliances?
11) What is light hazard?
12) Define acronyms of fire?
13) What is Prime device?
14) How to improve the good lighting in work area?
15) Define trench?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Describe the safety in manual handling?
2) Explain - ventilation for special operations?
3) What ate all the steps come under vulnerability analysis?
4) Explain - integrating pollution prevention activity list?
5) Short note on  a. Hazardous waste  b.  Non- hazardous waste
6) How to dispose the industrial waste?
7) What are the various stages of combustion?
8) Describe the safe handling of tank trucks in refinery site?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Explain the classification of ventilation system?
2) Why we have  to maintain the gangways clear always?
3) Explain the fire fighting methods used for metal and non metal fires?
4) Define PTW System. Identify three work situation which requires a PTW system and why?
5) Draw and mark the parts of Scaffolding  write the hazards of  scaffolding ?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS004-FIRE TECHNICIAN
SIX MONTHS EXAMINATION  APRIL-2018
FSS004-03   SAFETY IN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) In NFPA diamond HMIS LABELLING SYSTEM, the numerical value 2 denotes_______?
2) Which of the following statement is wrong.
3) MATCH: BLUE_ FLAMMABLITY. YELLOW_  HEALTH. RED_INSTABILITY. WHITE_ SPECIAL HAZARD INFORMATION
4) _________ dyes are usually added to the water to make leaks easier to see in powered hydraulic pressure

test.
5) It is .................. feet above worker absolutely necessary for the worker to wear safety belt

safety Harness.
6) Concrete pumping systems which use discharge pipes must have pipe supports designed for

............................ over load.
7) __________ is making use in location where there are chances to have contact with

live___________Systems.
8) True / False A) Arc welding can use either direct current or Alternating current. B) In Arc welding the

voltage is directly related to the length of the arc, and the current is related to the amount of heat input.
9) True/False A) Dampers and dump Trucks Designed to carry Passengers. B) The fixed excavator loosen the

soil and loads on Moving position
10) True/False: A)Fork Lift Trucks are designed to operate on uncqual ground. B)Fork lift trucks may be of

Battery operated   or with I.C. engines.
11) When Traveling with a load on the forks the forks should be ..... Possible.
12) Which of the following is crane Hazard?
13) Which are the following is not a lifting gear------------------
14) ___________ is used to lift and lower the load.
15) The crane should be ____ meter away from the overhead power line.
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the accessories used for manual handling?
2) Explain the use of ladders?
3) What is the use of trucks at construction site?
4) What are the main hazards in working at height?
5) What is the height requirement for a work rea when fall protection is required?
6) How much time do you have before you make repairs to damaged/ worn portions of scaffolding?
7) What are some of the underground utilities / hazards workers may encounter during excavations?
8) What are the fire extinguishing equipments?
9) Explain - plant alarm system?
10) How to determine the safe working load?
11) Mention the tyoes of static electricity?
12) What are the methods of elimination of generated static charges?
13) List out various hazards of electricity?
14) What is electrical safety tag system?
15) What is sparks?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the steps involved in manual handling?
2) what are the hazard and prevention measure for forklift safety?
3) what are safety measures to prevent ladder and its types of ladder?
4) Explain the safety measures for demolition?
5) Explain team lifting and carrying?
6) Explain pulley / pulley block?
7) Explain ladder safety?
8) Explain the statutory provisions?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) what are the procedure for lock out work permit system?
2) what are the safety measures for conveyor belt system?
3) With a neat sketch, explain how a fire damaged concrete beam can be repaired?
4) Discuss about the safety requirements in the case of the following activity a.Working in confined space

b.Storage, stacking and handling of paint c.Operation of mobile crane
5) Mention the types of ladder and its types.


